Willamette River Bridge Study
Working Meeting No. 6
October 28, 2008

Agenda

9:00 – 9:10 am 1. Welcome and Introductions

   a. WRBAC endorsed using 600’ horizontal clearance as the revised baseline assumption
   b. WRBAC endorsed Working Group recommended 6 bridge alternatives
   c. WRBAC dropped concrete segmental

9:15 – 9:30 am 3. Update on Consultant’s October Work Program
   a. Ground penetrating radar used to locate utilities
   b. Geotechnical drilling
   c. Static and seismic structural analysis
   d. Modifications based on structural analysis – changes yet to be rendered
   e. National Constructors Group – (unit prices, constructability, risk) - work in process
   f. Gas and fiber optic relocation costs estimate – work in process

9:30 – 10:15 am 4. Revise of Consultant Ranked Criteria
   a. Cost and Risk – information from National Constructors Group available at 11/12 meeting
   b. Fundamental performance
   c. Architectural and Urban Context

10:15 – 10:30 am 5. Break

10:30 – Noon 6. Work Session to Score Screening Criteria – “Some” to “Few”
   a. Greenway
   b. Environmental
   c. Bridge Operations

Noon – 1:00 pm 7. Lunch

1:00 – 2:00 pm 8. Work Session to Score Screening Criteria – “Some” to “Few”
   a. Miscellaneous
   b. Opportunities

2:00 – 2:15 pm 9. Break

2:15 – 3:30 pm 10. Weighting Factor Discussion – Generate First Draft Recommendation of the “Few”
   a. Un-weighed Individual Scoring or Weighted Category Averages
   b. Finalize list of screening criteria for recommendation to WRBAC

   a. Update on Consultant’s October Work Program – items still remaining
   b. Screening criteria scoring results and method (weighed or non-weighted)
   c. First Draft Recommendation of the “Few”
   d. Caveats
      • Refined cost analysis still in process
      • Refined risk and constructability analysis still in process
      • Modifications to illustrations based on structural analysis still in process

4:30 – 5:00 pm 12. Next Steps – Homework
   a. Share results with stakeholders - prepare for final ranking “some” to “few” at next meeting
   b. Working meeting No. 7 at TriMet, November 12, 2008 from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm